Our Company
Sourceree is a cutting-edge technology company that supports programs across offices in the U.S.
Department of Defense, Intelligence Community, and Commercial Enterprises, cross-pollinating ideas to
lead change, adding value by introducing proven techniques in management, implementing habits to
increase productivity, and providing leading edge software and systems engineering to meet any
challenge. Our highly-trained team has experience in the private and public sectors, the commercial
services industry, and Government; and is comprised of program managers, engineers, cyber security
professionals, and analysts who are experts in their respective fields. Together we have expansive
experience and complementing skill sets that enable us to deliver simple innovative solutions in strategy
management, cyber security, systems engineering, software development, analysis, and platform
consulting.

Capabilities
Strategy and Management- Sourceree works with all levels of an organization to develop a
comprehensive strategy and implementation plan, by assessing the client’s strengths and weaknesses. Our
group advises the client on the best way to achieve their goals and manage their program or business more
efficiently. Some of the ways we accomplish this is by building a flexible operating framework that will
improve policies and practices, team collaboration, and information delivery.
Cyber Security- Cyber-attacks are a continually growing threat in the digital age, as nearly 75% of
websites have vulnerabilities that can be exploited. Sourceree uniquely assists clients in strengthening
their systems in the face of a cyber-attack by implementing an agile lean management approach to design,
and managing cyber security operations with program managers and stakeholders. Our expert team
members have extensive experience in addressing risks to critical Defense programs, and can support
clients in fortifying their information systems and technology at any criticality level.
Systems Engineering- Sourceree employs well-versed engineers to effectively manage, lead, and support
large and highly visible programs. Sourceree assists clients by developing systems, computer hardware,
and/or applications. Using a lean management approach allows us to deliver solutions that meet client
needs quickly and cost effectively. Sourceree also provides understanding on how the system works, what
best approach aligns with a client’s strategy, and how to take advantage of it.
Software Development- Software Development includes research, development, prototyping,
modification, reuse, re-engineering, and maintenance to build a software product. Sourceree pushes to use
agile methods, short design, development, and test cycles to deliver as quickly, and often, as possible to
meet clients' needs and desires by developing applications for client use.
Analysis- Sourceree, led by an all-source analyst, conducts intelligence analysis for clients in the areas of
supply chains, commercial maritime shipping, and financial networks. By pulling resources from various
data sources and systems, Sourceree analysts investigate commercial operations, industry trends,
counterfeit products, and network connections to meet the objectives of its clients.
Platform Consulting- Sourceree works with clients to create solutions for single and multi-sided
technology platforms. Platforms, in this instance, are technologies, products, and services that create
value by enabling direct interactions between two or more clients—or participant—groups. We work with
clients to not only define their Platform Strategy, but also develop the solution to fully exploit their
platform.
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